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The following White Paper is not an offer, but simply information about a project 
which we want to achieve outstanding innovations with. The purchase of the 
token is subject to strict KYC verification in the first round, and the token is 
not yet available for purchase from any source other than the official website 
(https://millionstarter.com).

At the moment, we are enticing our customers with an affiliate system that 
offers an extremely high bonus in the industry, thus saving on marketing costs. 
We keep our community transparent about all innovations on our Discord, 
Telegram and other social media platforms.

We reserve the right to make any further changes required by the current, 
competitive cryptocurrency market for the sake of the project’s success. With 
regards to token sales, if the amount of token sales, which had been specified 
in each phase, is met, we maintain the right to change the date of the phases.
Nothing contained in this document should be construed as a guarantee of 
success, or the direction in which the price of the token might change. In the 
cryptocurrency market, an investor has to take into account the risks and buy 
tokens with this in mind. Since community is of paramount importance, we are 
doing everything to build a strong one.

This document contains current plans as well as existing development phases.
The sole purpose of this document is to receive feedback and possible 
suggestions for changes from the public, which we may use in further research 
and development.

This document is purely for the purpose of informing project stakeholders 
about our plans in a transparent manner.

2022.05.15
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Description: Building on the utility of the MST token, the three-pillar-system 
application provides an exciting new opportunity for users. The project is ex-
pected to start in its entirety in early 2023.

Unlike the interfaces that specialize in building online social relationships 
(which currently have a large market share), we are building our interface with 
the community’s leading mechanism in mind. The purpose of our interface is 
to engage a mass of real, verified customers, and enable only real users to en-
ter and regulate community policies, with the support of artificial intelligence. 
Users are fed up with online scams, fake profiles, and want to finally get to know 
actual people. These already existing, decentralized features and the power 
of the community will give users a new experience which they have never 
encountered on any existing social media interface before. All this, through a 
transparent interface that is guaranteed to provide a much more user-friendly 
experience.

The MST token will function as a “utility token” for the opportunities offered by 
the company, and will be listed on several cryptocurrency exchanges in 2023 
to make it more widely available. The tokens purchased have gone through 
different vesting periods, as we want to prevent market oversaturation. The 
application will also be available on a web interface, mobile interface, and in 
the form of an application. The beta version is expected to be available by Q3 
2022. The full launch is expected by 2023. There are currently 5 developers 
working on the project, our goal is to expand it to 10 people. We intend to list in 
Q1 2023. We offer our early investors staking opportunities, and we will support 
the most active members with a highly rewarding affiliate system from May 
2022. Additional developments, improved White Paper 3.0, and further plans 
for the project are expected from the end of 2022.
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Website: https://millionstarter.com/

Discord: https://discord.gg/ds4Dd4WWaF

International Telegram group: https://t.me/millionstarternew

Hungarian Telegram group: https://t.me/millionstarterhun

Facebook HUN: https://www.facebook.com/millionstarterhungary

Facebook ENG: https://www.facebook.com/millionstarterint

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/millionstarter/

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/millionstarter/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Millionstarter1 

Registration: https://app.millionstarter.com/register 

E-mail: support@millionstarter.com

Referral Hun: https://millionstarter.com/hu/ajanloi-program/

Referral ENG: https://millionstarter.com/referral-program/

Staking: https://staking.millionstarter.com/

Vesting HUN: https://millionstarter.com/hu/vesting/ 

Vesting ENG: https://millionstarter.com/vesting-information/
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Token main data
Maximum number of tokens:

1.200.000.000,-db

Contract Address:
0x5e9b7100ef06d4d1f1f187c7c6b169e376044307

Name: Millionstarter 

Symbol: MST 

Decimals: 9

BSC Scan: https://bscscan.com/address/0x5e9b7100ef06d4d1f1f187c7c6b169e376044307

Registered users - 2022.05.10 : 7087

KYC verified users - 2022.05.10 : 2064
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The Problem

The main problems of the current social platforms are categorized as follows:

In the world of the internet, many people’s reason to hide behind an assumed identity is to create fake profiles, destroy 
digital society, and become a digital monster who harasses others, defiles the atmosphere of social sites, and com-
mits scams and fraud. There have been plenty of examples of this in recent years, notably, the documentary Tinder 
Swindler, released on Netflix in 2022. Millions of people have fallen victim to such scams, which can sometimes be 
extremely destructive to a user’s life. Curbing online scamming is the motivation for the establishment of our company.

1. User problem

• Misuse of photos and names, non-real users, phishing and hacker users, unsolicited advertisements, 
sale of data without approval. 

• The social network decides whether to reject risky or adult content on our behalf.

• Currently, anyone can make their services available on social media sites, even companies that provide 
unqualified services, or lack the legal permits to offer such services. In many cases, average users run 
into unreliable vendors or companies, which can cause frustration and loss of valuable time and money.

2. The Advertiser’s problem

• High advertising costs with low reach.
• Inadequate target audience. 
• Complicated ad management process.
• Faulty artificial intelligence (AI) that unjustifiably bans ads or bans the ad manager user.

3. Creative problem

• Creators intentionally get low reach and impressions.
• As a creator, it’s difficult to get content to the right audience.

4. Wallet problem

• Using cryptocurrency exchanges is time consuming and complicated. We will simplify this for you. Our 
plan is to create a built-in switch

• Based on the trends so far, the use of cryptocurrencies will be inevitable within 10 years. The sooner 
you start, the faster you can become an experienced user. Because of the difficult-to-understand user 
interfaces, the 2012 user experience, and the difficulty of understanding the world of cryptocurrencies, a 
lot of people don’t take advantage of this option. However, we are making this easier than a standard bank 
transfer so that everyone has an equal chance to take advantage of the potential of cryptocurrencies.
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5. Support problem

• Problems can arise any time, but the gravest mistake a global site can make is running a slow and 
unresponsive customer support system.

6. Security Issue

• Even with the greatest security guaranteed, we still encounter wallet attacks and abuses in everyday life.
• Swapping is not always compatible-
• Having to store lots of unnecessary and not 100% secure passwords.
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Market research
and target audience

Social Q targets nearly every community group and interest in the community and networking 
platforms, as well as in the cryptocurrency and blockchain segments, including:

Dating sites

Business
Leaders,

Entrepreneurs

The
cryptocurrency 

enthusiasts

Employment 
sites

Influencers

Vendors Developers

Investors

Teachers...

Online
business

networkers

…and everyone else who wants to be part of a premium network.



Consumers

They come to the platform to 
have fun, learn, find a partner, 
or connect and communicate 
with like-minded people 
through special content that 
is relevant to their interests. 
They can also take advantage 
of the extensive services that 
our application offers, while 
earning revenue from owning 
MST tokens

Creators

Freelancers, influencers, entre-
preneurs, or digital nomads 
create content for consumers 
in the form of short texts, long 
blog posts, photos, or videos to 
earn revenue or other gains. The 
creators visit Social Q to share 
and monetize their content 
and services on a platform that 
has a strong community focus. 
It will be possible to tip favorite 
creators on the site and pay 
for their services with MST 
tokens. They also ask for social 
validation from the consumer 
in the form of reactions or 
comments, in order to help the 
creators secure sponsors and 
brand ambassadors.

Advertisers

They come to Social Q not 
only to promote their products 
and services to consumers 
and creators, but to also make 
them more popular with their 
help. Advertisers will join the 
platform en masse, once they 
have a user base to build on. 
Our initial advertisers will have a 
competitive advantage, as they 
will have a much higher chance 
of having their products and 
services found in proportion to 
the amount of initial content, 
therefore, they can stand out on 
our site. Advertisers’ marketing 
activities focus on reaching 
consumers and creators. Our 
policies emphasize that drug 
use, pornography, violence, 
and arms trafficking is not 
permitted content on the site.
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Benchmarking
target groups

1 2 3
According to our research, there are three types of Social Q users: 
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A Millionstarter (MST) Token
The entire Social Q App ecosystem is powered by a native digital device: Millionstarter Token (MST).

The Millionstarter Token is a Binance Smart Chain-based (BEP-20) deflationary, fairly issued digital currency that 
is structured and fully transparent to the tokenomics of the modern age.

MST is a multi-functional token that will have multiple roles in the Social Q app:

1. Currency

MST is the only accepted currency for the purchase of NFT tokens, advertisements, services 
and dating memberships within the Social Q app. An early investor can buy their credits at a 
very low price, which can lead to a competitive advantage.

2. P2P Transactions 

You can send and receive MST tokens to your friends, family and acquaintances through 
Phantom Chat at lightning speed and for low fees.

3. Voting Rights

Group community voting power: A voting system will operate within the site. This can even be 
used within groups - to permanently ban participants - in the event of inappropriate behavior. 
In the event of non-compliance with Community guidelines, group members may request the 
permanent removal of certain persons. If a certain number of people from the community 
decide to vote for a ban, this event will happen and will be irreversible. If you purchase 5000 
MST tokens, you can exercise your voting rights on the interface.

4. Tradable token

From 2023, it will be possible to trade in this currency. The staking feature already works within 
the internal system, so anyone who becomes part of the project at this time, will have more 
tokens available once trading begins.



What is Social Q?

The main direction and project of the Millionstarter team is Social Q. Our vision is to create and operate the 
trendiest social network application of the 2020s and 2030s, with the internal payment instrument Millionstarter 
(MST Token).

Our mission is to make this project internationally known and transparent.

Our values include the desire to build a community that is, as is customary in the crypto-world, controlled by the 
community, the token owners, in other words, the average person with voting power.

Our project is a unique initiative, inspired by the experiences gained from real companies and their development. 
It is time to make this a reality at a blockchain level!

The token will act as the driving force for the Social Q application: A decentralized, premium social network, 
Social Q is run by MST token owners. In this way, token holders will be actively involved in the management and 
development of the site, and there won’t be any excluded profiles or disabled content, as this will be unnecessary 
due to artificial intelligence-operated pre-filtering.

Our motto is “We are a family” because we belong together,
we create a social site, and we, together, control the site

Social Q is a social interface and application that incorporates a 
high-quality dating interface with KYC and a device security feature. 
The main purpose of these platforms is to 100% filter out fake profiles 
and create quality social connections. It is important to emphasize 
that this also means that a user can only create one profile and this 
will only be reviewed in cases of force majeure.
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In addition to developing and expanding the social network internationally, the Date and Meet features make the 
concept of Social Q completely unique. The Date feature is the app’s dating interface that is designed to provide 
a decentralized alternative to existing dating apps. This custom-made artificial intelligence system, which we will 
patent, will only allow real users to enter the platform, improving the user’s dating experience, saving valuable time 
in partner selection, and making it clear whether users within the community are real or not.

Invite me for a coffee, I want to date!
The built-in Meet feature will help users connect with like-minded people, those interested in making new business 
contacts, or offer job opportunities. The interface will evolve for you and adapt to your needs.

The app also offers other notable features such as Phantom chat, Crypto Wallet, Exchange feature, and device 
insurance.

Social Q will be a large, thriving social network with its own native currency, the Millionstarter Token (MST), which 
will allow you to purchase ads, dating memberships and highlights on the platform.

Developments: The development 
of “Dating” has been going on for almost two 
years by another part of the company group. 
A fully functional platform will be implemented 
on the site in accordance with the functions of 
Q Dating. Millionstarter plans to sell a portion 
of MST tokens through token sales to fund 
continuous improvement and launch marketing 
activities.
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Using the Token

It is very important to understand that this token will work well if it is traded after listing, which is 

planned for the first time from 2023, so that as many wallets and small investors as possible can 

participate in the project, creating a real community force, and the larger token holders will be 

rewarded even more when staking.

The maximum number of tokens a user can have at this time is 833,333 at the current rate.

Staking: Token holders have the option to 
earn additional tokens using the payout feature. 
This feature is already blockchain-based. This 
system was developed in early 2022. See the 
staking section of this document for details.

Trading: After appearing on various 
exchanges, token holders have the opportunity 
to take advantage of free market exchange 
gains. Token holders who gained access to 
tokens during the vesting phase will have the 
opportunity to do so after unlocking. In the 
long run, we recommend keeping the tokens, 
which also helps the investor to strengthen 
the community and express their faith in the 
project.

Internal Currency: As the plat- 
form grows and generates revenue from 
advertisements as well as memberships 
purchased on the dating site, MST stakers will 
also receive additional tokens. A growing user 
base will result in higher advertising revenue, 
and as a result, demand for MST will increase 
among advertisers and token buyers



Planned interface 
functions
1. Social Q community / networking platform

In the coming years, Social Q aims to become the number one cryptocurrency-based community application, not 
just in Europe but worldwide, while giving users the opportunity to gain business contacts, find jobs or associates, 
and share and read quality content.

2. Social Q Dating / Meet

We are updating the dating market. Thanks to our anti-fraud system, we filter out malicious and fake members. 
With our Date Now® function, we create the possibility of an instant encounter, thus speeding up the online dating 
process. (Verified users with unique usernames.)

3. Verified businesses

Just like the users, companies and entrepreneurs are also authenticated after providing official company 
information. However, it is important that consumers will only be able to leave feedback about a business after 
proof of purchase.

4. Smart Ads

Just like the users, companies and entrepreneurs are also authenticated after providing official company 
information. However, it is important that consumers will only be able to leave feedback about a business after 
proof of purchase.

5. Phantom chat features

We offer optional anonymous or public use with this feature. 

Voice and video calling, payment with MST tokens, sending voice messages, sending gifts, sending paid content 
(image / video), sending reactions, screenshot-blocking function, self-destructing messages which will also be 
deleted from the server after a certain period of time.  MST, as a company, does not have access to any content in 
the phantom chat that takes place between users.

6. Wallet functions

Universal SWAP function (switching in the background)
Separate Virtual Wallet for one-time purchases
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Key features of Social Q:
1. Phantom Chat Plans

Phantom Chat is a basic element of Social Q network / Dating / Meet, but it can also be accessed separately by 
the user.

Phantom Chat is a basic element of Social Q network / Dating / Meet, but it can also be accessed separately by 
the user.

Phantom Chat is a new solution to be developed that will tackle the problem of hacking, online attacks, financial 
fraud, and data and identity theft. In this regard, we already have an internal, rudimentary design, a strong encryption 
infrastructure and capabilities that support the transmission of text messages, videos, sounds and files, as well as 
the secure transfer of payments and funds through the Blockchain.

Phantom Chat will offer a complete mobile solution and ecosystem for any type of communication between users. 
In addition to securely transmitting text messages, audio and video messages, and transferring files, Phantom chat 
also provides users with the following features:
Phantom Chat allows both face-to-face and group discussions. You can delete groups from the app and block 
users at any time if you are concerned about privacy and security.

Mobile payments and money transfers are possible through the Phantom Chat application. Phantom Chat 
completes the cryptocurrency payments and transfers by sending cryptocurrency funds to other users during 
the chat or at any other time. In this way, payments and remittances are global, have very low transaction costs 
compared to any domestic or international money transfer service, and are executed almost immediately.

1.1. Self-destruct private messages

If you want to be absolutely certain that no one besides your recipient will read your message, you can choose the 
self-destruct option. In this case, your message is automatically deleted from all devices without any trace after a 
set period of time.

1.2. End-to-End Encryption  (E2E) 

For most messaging applications, the only privacy feature is end-to-end encryption. For Social Q, this is just 
one of the features utilized to ensure complete privacy. To encrypt data between endpoints, text messages 
and other files will use a military-grade protocol, pre-keys, which have been optimized for mobile and multi-
device messaging.

1.3. Paid content that can be sent in a message

You won’t need to use different file sharing servers and other money transfer providers. Send the fruits of your 
labor to your client, and once they pay for it, they immediately receive the file, the video, or the image. That’s the 
essence of crypto. Easy file uploads and MST token pricing options. Both parties are insured by Phantom Chat to 
avoid possible scams.
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2. Wallet and currency exchange

Social Q includes an integrated cryptocurrency exchange through which users can trade cryptocurrencies and 
tokens. However, under the current draft, MST will remain our only internal payment instrument. This feature is 
especially important as users can receive payments and funds in cryptocurrency while running Phantom Chat or 
be able to react immediately to changes in the cryptocurrency exchange market. Therefore, the cryptocurrency 
market offers a seamless solution that simplifies users’ financial operations by supporting more than 200 
cryptocurrencies.

3. QProtection

The first device protection you can buy in cryptocurrency for your new or used device. You will be able to pay for 
Q-Protection with MST. The part of the company formerly known as iProtection was merged into Q Protection. You 
can buy mobile phone insurance for your new or used device with one click. Three years ago, we introduced a new 
type of telephone protection service to the market, where you can connect your device to a new or used phone 
online with a few clicks and get it insured. There is no need for further explanation, no rejection and the adminis-
tration is quick.
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Roadmap

2018

Q1
• The idea for iProtection device protection was born

Q2 
• Testing device protection on the market 
• Creating iProtection device insurance service

2019

Q2
• Developing Milliomosok.hu online dating system  
• Reaching the milestone of 10,000 users with one of our companies

Q4
• The birth of the idea of MILLONSTARTER
• Company formation
• Establishing legal background
• Establishing the Millionsarter Groupa

2020

Q1
• Involve first-round investors in project financing
• Thanks to 43 small investors, $ 115,000.00 was raised
•  Milliomosok.hu dating site development phase - The milliomosok.hu dating 

engine is being further developed, but Milliomosok.hu is not part of the MST 
project, but part of our group of companies

Q3
• Creating REDTesla driving experience and car rental service
• Integration of Millionstarter into the group

2021

Q1
• The new dating site of the group, Milliomosok.hu, launches
• The engine of the dating system is upgraded
• Explosion into the media, such as TV and radio appearances
• A period of active marketing campaign of the dating site
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Roadmap

2021

Q2
• The birth of the idea for the MST token and Social Q
• Creating the token platform + web interfaces
•  Planning the start of ICO (Primary Token Issuance Phase)
•  Technical creation of an MST token on the blockchain

Q3
• Private Sale phase
• Expanding our team
• Active media campaign phase
• International marketing campaign 
• New international team members
• Pr appearances

Q4
• Fine-tuning strategy 
• Media campaigns 
• New website 
• Reopening Telegram 
• Team expansion

2022

Q1
• Birth of new strategic decisions
• Team expansion
• Rethinking the structure of the website
• Developing active campaigns and community building

Q2
• Integration of Vesting system into tokenomics
• Complete renewal of the website
• Establishing the Discord channel
• Redesign of White Paper
• Communicating new plans internationally
• Creating the Pitch deck
• Creating an affiliate project in order to reward our users instead of marketing 

companies
•  Building a staking systeme
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Roadmap

Benefits of the MST Token
and Staking System

2022

Q3
• International marketing campaigns
• The beta version of the Social Q app / Phantom Chat becomes available

Q4
• Q wallet becomes available
• Pre-registration for the Social Q Web platform begins
• The test version of the Social Q network is introduced 

2023

Q1
• Expanding the MST team to 25 and getting ready with the full Social Q app.
• Active international expansion 
• Interface optimization
• Listing on Tier 1 exchanges
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Token Staking Rewards

Cryptocurrency staking is an advantageous way to earn passive income and increase the number of internal 
tokens. It allows investors to earn rewards by keeping their tokens in a so-called “pool”, which is more energy 
efficient than traditional mining.

Earn commission on our revenue! Millionstarter will distribute 10% of its total revenue to MST stakers each month 
as the Social Q app launches and revenue streams in. Expected in 2023 Q2-Q3.

Millionstarter also offers the opportunity for its holders to stake their tokens. This allows the user to earn a passive 
income while their tokens are completely secure. By staking, depending on the amount staked, the user can get a 
fixed, set percentage amount just by holding their assets. 
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Millionstarter staking
and its benefits:

No hardware require

Unlike with mining (Proof of Work), no 
specific hardware is required (Proof of 
Stake). The Proof of Stake method can 
be performed without hardware and 
requirements, except that the user must 
hold the specific token / cryptocurrency 
for a certain period of time to receive the 
reward. In this case, this is the MST Token.

ECO-friendly

A huge advantage of staking is that, 
unlike mining, it does not require a lot of 
energy.

Highly protected

It provides a highly protected and secure 
platform through smart contracts.

Passive income

Users can earn income with staking, 
namely, from the rewards of staking. 
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Staking system
We have also introduced the staking system, which has been available since April 4, 2022.
We have defined three levels according to the current position, which can be accessed using Metamask or Wallet 
Connect at https://staking.millionstarter.com/. We wanted to offer this as a reward for users who believe in the 
project. This earned MST Token amount will also be available for listing and spending on purchases. We ask our 
community to take part in strengthening this project if they believe in the Token.

Repurchasing program 

Our company is launching a token repurchasing program with 5% of its operating profit to increase the value of 
the token. This system, whether it will be burned or used for other purposes, will be worked out later in detail. This 
is financed through profits earned from dating memberships, highlights, and ads.

Community governance 

MST token holders who commit a minimum of 5,000 MST tokens will automatically receive voting rights. They can 
exercise rights over key elements of the Social Q ecosystem, such as a new feature of the Social Q platform or the 
removal of a content in question. All votes will count as equal in accordance with the basic principle of democracy, 
regardless of the amount of tokens staked.

MST interest rates, the total number of MST tokens earned, and the number of days staking can be viewed in a 
transparent way on the user interface.

6 month
(180 days) commitment 

yields 7% reward
for the given period

6 month
(180 days) commitment

1000 MST tokens is
rewarded by 70 MST Tokens

12 month
(360 days) commitment

the reward is 150 MST 
Tokens

18 month
(540 days) commitment

the reward is 230 MST 
Tokens

12 month
(360 days) yields 15% 

reward for the one-year 
period

18 month
(540 days) yields

23% reward for
18 months.

Example for 1000 MST tokens:
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Tokenomics
(Principles of Token Investment Model)

The team behind the token monitors the 
dynamics of the industry, thus, making 

complexity our guiding principle.

An active social system will shape
the interface.
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Social Q is future-oriented, and flexibly 
adapts to the ever-changing world of 

social media, fame, and entertainment.

The model invented by us, will stir up 
the stagnant water that is the current 
landscape of social media, and allow 

the community space to develop in an 
unprecedented way.
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Token Allocation 

Reserve: 5,0%
Team & Consultants: 15,0%
Liquidity: 8,0%

Development: 15,0 % 
Pre-purchase: 3,0%
Auction: 30,0%

Private sales: 2%
Marketing & Influencers: 22,0 %
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MST Token
Smart Contract Audit

Token Phases

Millionstarter Full Smart Contract Security Audit

Our roadmap, as well as the phases defined earlier had to be changed
due to reorganization and significant improvement at the strategic level.

This will change in 2022 as follows:

Phase 1, extended until April 30.  The $ 0.06 price is therefore available until April 30th.

Phase 2, May 1st through August 31st, during which $ 0.08 will apply.

Phase 3, Sept. 1 through Dec. 31, with a $ 0.1 price tag in effect.

Minimum purchase amount: 50 USD / Max purchase amount: 50,000 USD

Payment methods: Ethereum, USDT, BNB, BUSD, PayPal, Mastercard, Visa, Bank Transfer, Revolut.
If you want to pay a larger amount by BTC, contact us!

Private Sale 1 
(10.08.2021-30.10.2021)

Stage 1 
(30.10.2021-13.12.2021)

Token Phases, the ICO process

Private 1.2  
(13.12.2021-23.01.2022)



4. MST Revenue Sharing Program Approach
 
Social Q aims to become the number one social community for those who want to put an end to the inconvenience 
caused by fake users and are interested in content related to blockchain, cryptocurrencies and earning revenue. 
Therefore, the platform distributes dividends as incentive. 15% of advertising revenue will be distributed to those 
who place their MST tokens in the MST Revenue Share division.

In order for the MST Stakers to reap generous returns, users are navigated directly to the platform by Social Q’s 
marketing and interface. 

Social Q’s thriving user base will attract corporate advertisers, dating app users, and those dealing in cryptocurrencies, 
thus creating a self-sustaining business model that benefits all participants.

The calculations above are based on the assumption that 10% of the Social Q dating user base will purchase 
membership or highlights. We also assume that as the number of users increases, the number of membership 
purchases will increase exponentially. The table above shows a user’s annual spending.

The numbers above assume that Social Q has one advertiser for every 1,000 users. We also assume that as user 
numbers increase, there will be prominent advertisers whose high advertising costs will increase the average 
monthly spending. In the table above, the annual value of each user is between $20 to $30 a year, which is a 
conservative estimate for a discerning, verified audience who is focused on making money.

Registered User

Number of users on 
the  Social Q network

100.000

500.000

1.000.000

10.000.000

100.000

1.000.000

10.000.000

Subscribers’
monthly spending

Monthly spending by 
Advertisers

$ 150,000 

$ 750,000

$ 1,150,000

$ 15,000,000

$ 2,000 

$ 2,500

$ 3,000

Registered user

Advertisers

100.000

50.000

100.000

1.000.000

100

1.000

10.000

Yearly Revenue

Yearly Revenue

$ 1,800,000

$ 9,000,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 180,000,000

$ 2,000,000

$ 25,000,000

$ 300,000,000

Below are revenue forecasts for users who purchase dating memberships. Calculation is based on of a 
projected membership fee of $15 per user per month:

Below are revenue forecasts based on user
and advertiser numbers:
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The growing number of users and thus more and more advertising revenue will increase the fees paid to MST 
holders over time. This will increase the demand for MST for those advertisers who need to use MST to purchase 
ads, as well as for traders seeking increased rewards. In this way, advertisers and token holders will continually 
compete with each other for MST.

Assuming that MST holders are satisfied with a 10% annual ROI, the table below shows the expected price of the 
MST token. (This calculation does not take into account various factors such as: advertisers who will compete with 
stakers for an ever-decreasing inventory, since 5% of the MST tokens they spend on advertising gets burned.)

In our system, we burn 5% of all MST spent on ads in the course of our day-to-day operations. In this way, 5% of 
total advertising spending has a price-increasing potential for all MST token holders, as the value of burned tokens 
is immediately and proportionately redistributed relative to all remaining MST tokens. Token burning means that 
advertisers and stakers are in constant competition with each other for the ever-declining supply of MST. The 
table below shows the burn rate for different MST token prices and in the case of different monthly advertising 
expenditures.

User base

MST Token price

100.000

1.000.000

10.000.000

$0,08

Monthly revenue  

Example of monthly ad
spending (MST)

$ 237,500 

$ 2,833,333

$ 40,000,000

$200,000 (2,500,000 MST)

$2,000,000 (25,000,000 MST)

$20,000,000 (250,000,000 MST)

$200,000 (1,000,000 MST)

$2,000,000 (10,000,000 MST)

$20,000,000 (100,000,000 MST)

$200,000 USD (200,000 MST)

$2,000,000 (2,000,000 MST)

$20,000,000 (20,000,000 MST)

$ 2.,850,000 

$ 34,000,000

$ 480,000,000

125,000 MST

1,250,000 MST

12,500,000 MST

50,000 MST

500,000 MST

5,000,000 MST

10,000 MST

100,000 MST

1,000,000 MST

Yearly revenue

Burned monthly token (MST)

60.000.000

90.000.000

144.000.000

Expected MST 
token price Staked tokens /ea.

$ 0,13

$ 1,01

$ 8,1
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MST token functional
burning plan

$0,20

$1,00



Laying down the technical steps logically - Agreement with the developer - Finalization of logical development 
- Solidity Programming language - Remix development environment- BSC Chain- User Interface Design-
Implementation on the page- Going Live- Communication- Marketing phase

Vesting Contract broken down to functional development steps:

• Purchases based on BNB (Integration on the site with wallet connection), BNB fixed at exchange rate level. 
(Prompts on a BNB basis and then forwards the BNB to the specified address)

• Buy on a BUSD basis, the received BUSD will be transferred immediately to the specified wallet (MST wallet)
• Purchase on USD basis, the received USDT will be transferred immediately to the specified wallet (MST wallet)
• In the aforementioned three cases, the user will receive 30% immediately. The total number of tokens from the 

presale period is clearly visible on the user interface.
• Releases can be requested separately (So the Phase token number is technically implemented separately)
• BNB, BUSD or other tokens can be requested from the contract (If someone sends in money incorrectly, it can 

be requested with the withdraw function. This is only in case of a proven incorrect transfer, this option is not 
open to investors.) (Example: Someone sends Dogecoin by mistake)

• Without an external payment gateway, cryptocurrencies are received by us immediately (there is no 
interference between the buyer and the seller, this means no additional third party costs, the process is faster. 
Payment: BNB, USDT, BUSD, ETH)

• Tokens purchased through the BSC chain with payments made through the site will be sent immediately 
against the previous manual version.

• The ETH chain and other payments are available in their own accounts. Anyone who has deposited Ethereum 
to the account can be requested in the form of an MST immediately after approval.

• ETH and Dollar-based payments are approved in bulk, which can be requested in the user account.

You can also read a detailed description of the closure and release schedule here:
https://millionstarter.com/hu/vesting/
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Vesting Developments
April 2022 (User Interface
and Contract)
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The team

Renátó
Bándli

Founder, Senior Manager 
& Business Developer

Nyári
Richárd

Content creator

Rendes
Milán

Advisor, Discord

Mester
Péter

Programmer

Baán
Zoltán

Graphic / UX Designer

Mészáros
Richárd

Support / Telegram
administration

Szakonyi
Krisztina

Blockchain expert / Advisor

Lukácsi
Ádám

Programmer

Vigh
Zoltán

Business advisor

Tamás
László

Lead Developer

The rest of the individuals 
listed in the document 

as programmers perform 
development on
a contract basis.

Fekszi
Vivien

Administration / Support



Current registered users have the option to generate an affiliate link and share it with their friends and acquaintances. 
If a new investor registers on the platform with the link they received, the affiliate connection is established between 
the two parties. All MST users have the right to participate in the affiliate system. If a new user opts to purchase 
MST tokens, the affiliate assigned to the affiliate system will receive a 20% USDT token for each purchase.

Affiliate Program Improvement Plans

We have recently developed the foundations of a comprehensive referral program to reward our early investors. 
We have implemented a referral link system in the user interface, which can be shared with friends in the form of 
a link. After each of those users who are connected to the inviter by this link, the inviter will receive USDT tokens 
upon receipt of payment by the invitee.

After each purchase by the invitee, the inviting party receives a certain amount of tokens. These token amounts 
are credited based on the exchange rate calculation for that Phase token. This system will be a contract-based 
affiliate system and will be implemented if the affiliate system described above is successful, and has visible 
results that we can use for further development.
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Referral program

USDT affiliate %

15

19

23

Invested amount in USD

4.999

9.999

up to 10.000

Design model of a banded, contract-based affiliate system:

Affiliate example:

If someone registers on our site via your invitation link and buys MST tokens, they will receive 500 
MST tokens as a gift, which approximately represents a value of HUF 10,000. In addition, we will credit 
you with 20% of your invited purchases in USDT. If the value of this reward reaches $ 100, it becomes 
available for withdrawal in USDT.

You can submit this request to support@millionstarter.com.
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Who is it for?

Summary

Investor
„Buys for Profit”

It is worth buying MST tokens 
for investment purposes if you 
are thinking long term (at least 
2-3 years) as the higher return 
potential will be seen in such a 

time frame for a real application.

The Social Q App is the app the world needs, and you know it.

The ease of sharing information in today’s digital space exposes us to random identity theft, manipulation through 
advertisements, discrimination based on personal information, cyber molestation, and many other problems 
that may result as a violation of our privacy. Because we live in an age where power controls and censors users, 
punishing their identities, their real profiles, Social Q is the right product at the right time.

Furthermore, as people from all walks of life in every country decide they want to learn more about using 
cryptocurrencies, there has never been a greater need for a crypto-centric social network that also focuses on 
making money. The public is crying out, with insatiable demand, for a quality Social Network. Based on our research, 
this demand will only grow, and the value of such a dedicated user base will be effectively managed by the network 
and service park we envision and design.

We are happy to reply to further questions in our Discord Ticket system, by calling our customer service, or by 
email at support@millionstarter.com

If you are an entrepreneur or 
business owner, you should get the 
MST token as soon as possible at 

the best price, as this will allow you 
to advertise more in the Social Q 

app for less money, giving
you a competitive edge.

If you want to be part of “Our 
Family” and co-manage Social 
Q with us, you can inaugurate 
yourself as a member of the 

Presidential Committee with your 
purchase.

Advertiser
„Purchases tokens for

future ad demand”

Board member
„Motivation to participate in
the management of the site”

There are three types of MST token buyers:


